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About This Game

Disney Universe is an off-the-wall non-stop action-adventure video game where Disney worlds and characters mix up for the
first time. Players will be able to suit up in iconic character costumes and face challenges in legendary Disney worlds. Battle

through each world and experience a different style of gameplay, with various movie-inspired storylines being explored
throughout the game. Players can defeat enemies, collect coins and power-ups, unlock new costumes and explore with friends in

a mix-up of worlds inspired by numerous Disney and Disney•Pixar films.
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SBBP is a game that doesn't even try to get out of the "f2p zone", speaking of quality.
This game has "Very Positive" reviews only because it's free (thank god) but it seems like the developer made this game while
learning one of those very simple engines like Game Maker or something similar.

Let's make a "bad feature list" for this game:

Only four enemies (excluding bosses)

2 bosses and 4 boss-fights: 2 encounters are just copy-pasted with the bosses' life increased

Animations and the graphic of the projectiles (those big white rectangles)

Troll level 10

Dull graphic style

30 fps lock
Only downloaded (and completed) this game for the achievements. I know it's a f2p game, but the quality level, here, is
very low.. really goood and challenging, although my keyboard and monitor dont feel as much love.. A rich experience
focused on the inevitable. You follow your main character's journey on the acceptance of his deletion by traveling and
consulting with the inhabitants of other locales moments before their Garbage Collection. You have two primary options
when speaking with the villagers, lightning or prayers. Lightning will help you escape the current level, or access secret
areas that will aid you achieve your closure. Prayers will create a shelter based in your own town, which will protect the
player from the deletion storm - literally lightning that deletes objects. Your ultimate goal is to survive long enough so
the main character accepts his fate. The attitude at the time of their deletion depends on which villages you have been to,
how many, and any "secret" areas you have been to which includes objects from your past and present.

The combat is fairly varied, but not overly complex. It does require skill, and this is certainly not a game you can skate
by on without thinking what you are doing. To receive lightning or prayers from certain people, you might need to
remember a fact about the town said by another villager. The combat can vary from side-scrolling challenges, to zelda-
esque dungeon crawling, to arena "kill-house" style challenges. Depending how well you do can give you bonus lightning
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or keys which open doors in the villages, which allow you to speak to more villagers. I would advise against those who
think the combat itself is the only reason to get the game- you will be dissapointed.

In addition to the combat and memorization, the skill of time-management is needed as well. Each village only has a
certain amount of time before it's expiration. You have to prioritize what you need done. This is indicated by a
countdown timer in the upper-right, once it hits zero there is a "stage" of degradation (Which varies how many there are
by village). You will then enter a random combat scenario. Upon completion, you will return to the village which will
have become slightly more hostile. Deletion monsters will roam the village which will delay you in your quest for shelter
and closure.

It's an emotional ride that is open to your own interpretation. It does a grim subject matter well and was emotionally
captivating enough to tug me along. And for that I am thankful.

Edit: Just would like to clarify on something some reviewers seem to have missed (Even though it's in the instructions).
This game does have an auto-save feature each time you load a new area.. Great game, love it dearly, really addictive but
its better to just play for free on mobile, im only buying it to support the game. A Vampyre Story proves to be a quirky
point and click game with great writing and a cute art style.

The story follows Mona De Lafitte and her bat friend Froderick as they try to escape Baron Shrowdy von Kiefer. The
plot doesn't take itself very seriously at all and is filled with cheesy puns and references but still has a genuinely
interesting cast of characters; Mona herself is charming with a ridiculous amount of denial about her vampiric nature,
while Froderick has some very sarcastic lines that would often make me laugh. The animations can be a bit off at times
but the designs have a lot of personality and the voice acting is really high quality. Like other point and click games
some of the solutions to the puzzles are absolutely ridiculous, admittedly I did have to look up a walkthrough a couple of
times, but they were still pretty fun and gave more opportunities for the fantastic dialogue to shine through. I've seen
other people talking about issues with the game running, but apart from a weird instance where some of the cutscenes
repeated themselves I didn't have any problems at all.

Once I finished I looked up some information on the sequel and it doesn't look like we'll be seeing it any time soon,
which does put a downer on the experience as it means that (spoiler) the story remains incomplete due to the cliffhanger
ending. I would love to get a continuation to Mona's journey at some point, but I had fun with what we've been given and
could see myself playing it again in the future. Overall I had a great time playing this game and I would definitely
recommend it to anyone who enjoys point and click adventure games with a sense of humour.. I suppose I
misunderstood that this was not really a game, but all I can really say for it is that the art was really great. The story was
badly written (translated?) and just a simple proofreading would have caught most of the errors (not using subject
pronouns, mispelling words, no use of "the" anywhere). This made it almost painful to read.

Being that it was simply a "visual novel" there wasn't much in the way of actual game play. It was simply click on things
until they get to the end. And the few games/puzzles that were involved were either over simplified, or completely
random guessing.

The story itself was filled with USELESS extra text that neither furthered the story or enhanced the game.

I will not be getting the next chapters. This would need a lot more interaction and a LOT of editing before I would be
interested in continuing this novel.. Meh.. Its an on the rails shooter, blue gun shoots red objects, red gun shoots blue
objects... This kind of thing was fun in the 90's for some people, but it doesnt work for me. Technically its solid,
graphics are kind of impressive. But its overpriced for its content and wont keep you entertained for long, just look at
everyones play times. Would recommend if price was lower.. This game is probably one of the best games if you are
looking for something to play and just relax but along with that its also one of the hardest games out there 10\/10 will
play again. Absurdly dull. Usually more than one path through a level, which makes them more fun to return to
+ Full upgrade system is quite fun
+ Cute world that starts to feel a bit like home

- Platforming controls are kind of clunky
- No gamepad support yet
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- Grinding is optional, but you'll need to do at least a bit of it if you want all those upgrades

* I wouldn't personally call this casual. There's a difficulty spike about a third of the way through. It's never challenging
per se, but it's enough that you won't be able to cruise through without some thought.

Similar to the old pixel Mario games, except Omegaland is filled with silly humour and characters in each level who chat
with you. It's a charming game that prods you not to take things too seriously; you're even reassured that you're not
killing the monsters you stomp on, just throwing them out of the area.

You can revisit every level you play through, which means you're never short on coins (which you use to buy health and
other upgrades), and you don't have to stress out if you miss something. It's a nice touch, plus it makes the map feel
more like a world you're exploring rather than a series of gameplay objectives.

Not joking, MAJOR SPOILER FOR THE FINAL SCENE: Personally, I didn't like that I was forced to kill the villain. It
spoiled the utopic vibes to see a bunch of characters I liked cheering for murder. I would prefer to at least have the
option of imprisoning them instead.

TL;DR: Fun world to explore, sweet and silly sense of humour, and quite a lot of gameplay for something fewer than $4.
If you tend to avoid stories that appear too twee, this might not be a good fit for you, but if you're in the right mood for
it you should find something to love here.
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what can i say ..

had this installed and thought oh thats nice looks good feels good and easy too use

done a scan found 6 out of date drivers so i checked them fully too make sure they were
and seems like 3 of them were

so i went ahead and installed the replacements

2 days later when i went to use my usb 3.1 .. NOTHING

didnt think much so checked the port .. then the management page and bam drivers were bad ..

so i thought no worries went into driver booster and it said they were fine so tried too restore them
NOPE
you cant
there is nothing you can do
had too reinstall the drivers myself took ages

USELESS software left me fumbling for repairs

UNINSTALLED

if this software was more upto date and didnt false flag and false install then the gui would be a nice thing too have
but its not
BAD APP

dont install this .. really DONT
. why cant i quick scope in this game. If you can get the game for a few cents I would recommend it.
But DONT buy the DLCs! Atlantic Ocean Level 16 and Bermuda Triangle Level 1 are not beatable due to programming
mistakes.. Very minimalistic in its design and execution, but surprisingly effective at what it does. In spite of its simplicity
(pretty much across the board - mechanics, story, characters, setting), it never was boring, and didn't outstay its welcome.

At times it has a very specific vibe that I really enjoyed. Like a sci fi story that focuses more on the psychology and interaction
between its characters, with an alien world acting as a backdrop and a source of danger and weirdness. Think Solaris, maybe.

Mechanically its very basic - a mix of point & click adventure with RPG-like elements. Expect a lot of walking and some fetch
quests; it's not tedious or grindy though. There is dialog to read through, but not too much; typical conversation is just a few
sentences long with some occasional choices here and there.

I only played through it once, but it seems like there is quite a bit of replay value. First time isn't really about making informed
decisions (and there is a decent amount of decisions to make), but rather about role playing and exploration.. controls are
sluggish un-intuitive and game breaking. apparently its better with a controller. Game was not engaging enough for me to go into
the next room and grab mine. I was just annoyed too much by the voice acting and controls.. Another game that came out
around the time of the "Space builder games will be the next big thing!" however, this game is the worst of the worst of them. It
looks like crap, plays like crap... and is considered "Full release". It's a -sad- game that shouldn't exist here, but... does.

Safe yourself some money and get something better, like Space Engineers or Empyrion. This game is ridiculous.. Are you
protective? Are you a animal? Are you a parent that will rip the throat out of any one that messes with your cub? Well then this
game is for you..stealth is on point..you break steal get spotted..you gonna die one shot. Short game for those who just wanna
beat something..but if you wanna prove skill and get some trophies..well this game will take a bit longer. And for a few bucks?!
I say give it shot you might enjoy killing everything that decided it was a good idea to touch your cub!. One of a kind game,
wish they'd remake it.
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